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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to equipment for
aiding the handicapped, in particular, wheelchairs and
accessories.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Wheelchairs are commonly used by people with
ambulatory problems. A common issue with wheelchairs
is that they do not easily roll or otherwise progress up
and down step-like or elevated structures, such as side-
walk curbs; and if they do, it is typically via a complex
mechanism and/or a mechanism that causes the user to
be tilted, which can be uncomfortable or even dangerous
to the user, as well as expensive.
[0003] The following publications are believed to rep-
resent the current state of the art: WO 2001/053137 (El-
steel Danmark AS, 2001-07-26), which discloses a trans-
port arrangement for running/movement on uneven sur-
faces, including a frame with successively arranged ac-
tuator legs; CN 101 869 522 (Daguang, 2012-02-19),
which discloses a wheelchair with a set of outwardly and
downwardly extendable mechanical arms to vertically lift
the wheelchair to reach steps; EP 0 436 103 (Watkins,
1991-07-10), which discloses an electronic control sys-
tem for a stair climbing vehicle/wheelchair with sensors
for detecting a stairway or slope and a seat that can be
tilted to keep the user approximately vertical; JP
2001212181 (Kiyohara Sadaji, et al., 2001-08-07); US
6554086 (Goertzen et al., April 29, 2003); US 8292010
(Puskar-Pasewicz, et al., October 23, 2012); US
7316282 (Mulhern et al., January 8, 2008); US 7360792
(Turturiello et al., April 22, 2008) US 2010/096194
(Starcevic, April 22, 2010); and WO 1998/046184
(Schaffner et al., October 22, 1998).

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The present invention relates to a wheelchair
curb-climbing and curb-descending system adapted to
raise a wheelchair to, and lower a wheelchair from, (here-
inafter in the description and claims: "negotiate" or a de-
rivative thereof) a step-like elevated structure or surface
such as a sidewalk curb (hereinafter in the specification
and claims: "curb" or any derivative thereof). As the
present system is particularly suited for use with motor-
ized wheelchairs, the present system will be described
in this context. However the present wheelchair curb-
climbing and curb-descending system, mutatis mutandis,
is not limited to motorized wheelchairs.
[0005] The term "curb" and its derivatives will be used
herein the description and claims to indicate any relative-
ly isolated obstacle of a curb-like nature, such as a side-
walk curb, a single stair, a step-up/down as may be found
at a building or store entry-way, and so on. The term

"curb" and its derivatives herein are not intended to in-
clude obstacles such as a flight of stairs.
[0006] In accordance with embodiments of one aspect
of the present invention there is provided a wheelchair
curb-climbing and curb-descending system for aiding a
wheelchair to negotiate a curb. The system includes a
wheelchair attachment mechanism for securing the sys-
tem to the wheelchair; a pair of front arms, each front
arm adapted and controllable to extend, or be positioned,
forward and downward so as to lift a front portion of wheel-
chair and to retract back so as to lower the front portion
of the wheelchair upon deployment of the system; a pair
of rear arms, each rear arm adapted and controllable to
extend, or be positioned, rearward and downward so as
to lift a rear portion of wheelchair and to retract back so
as to lower the rear portion of the wheelchair upon de-
ployment of the system. The system further includes an
arm extending mechanism having an arm extension and
retraction motor associated with each of the front arms
and with each of the rear arms for extending or position-
ing, and retracting the arms; a rotatable lifting-arm wheel
disposed at the free ends of each front arm and each
rear arm; a wheel motor associated with, and adapted
for rotating, at least one of the arm wheels; an operation
control unit adapted to actuate and control operation of
the system; and a leveling mechanism operably connect-
ed to the arms for ensuring the seat of the wheelchair
remains substantially level to the ground during operation
of the system. The system further comprises a pair of
arm housings for housing the front arms and the rear
arms, the housings and the arms being arcuate.
[0007] It is a particular feature of the present wheel-
chair curb-climbing and curb-descending system that it
is adapted to negotiate a step-like elevated structure
such as a sidewalk curb, essentially without tilting the
user.
[0008] Additional particular features of the present sys-
tem include that it is relatively lightweight, for example
on the order of 40 kg; allows overcoming a curb of about
20cm, within a reasonably quick period, for example ap-
proximately 10 seconds; and does not increase the ex-
isting footprint of the wheelchair so as not to interfere
with maneuvering of the wheelchair or entry into door-
ways or the like.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The present invention will be understood and
appreciated more fully from the following detailed de-
scription taken in conjunction with the appended draw-
ings in which:

Figs. 1-2 are respective generally front and rear per-
spective side views of a wheelchair fitted with or in-
corporating a wheelchair curb-climbing and curb-de-
scending system in accordance with embodiments
of the present invention;
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Figs. 3-5 are views of extendable lifting arms of the
wheelchair curb-climbing and curb-descending sys-
tem side, a perspective and two side views, respec-
tively;

Fig. 6 is a perspective exploded view of the wheel-
chair with the curb-climbing and curb-descending
system; and

Figs. 7A-7I are side views of wheelchair curb-climb-
ing and curb-descending system in various states of
operation.

[0010] The following detailed description of embodi-
ments of the invention refers to the accompanying draw-
ings referred to above. Dimensions of components and
features shown in the figures are chosen for convenience
or clarity of presentation and are not necessarily shown
to scale. Wherever possible, the same reference num-
bers will be used throughout the drawings and the fol-
lowing description to refer to the same and like parts.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVEN-
TION

[0011] Illustrative embodiments of the invention are
described below. In the interest of clarity, not all fea-
tures/components of an actual implementation are nec-
essarily described.
[0012] Figs. 1-6 also show a first embodiment and in-
cluding optional modifications thereof, of the present
wheelchair curb-climbing and curb-descending system
for use with a wheelchair. Without limitation, the system
is particularly suited for use with a motorized wheelchair
and will be described in that context. The wheelchair typ-
ically comprises a chair 100, including a seat 102 and a
chair support shaft 104; a base 106; a set of drive wheels
108; a set of front casters or wheels 110; a set of rear
stabilizing wheels 112; footrest(s) 114; a propulsion pow-
er source (such as one or more batteries) and motor 116;
arm rests 120 and a operation control unit 122 for the
user to control the movement of the wheelchair.
[0013] The curb-climbing and curb-descending sys-
tem comprises a pair of lifting-arm housings 10, one
housing on each side of the wheelchair. Arm housings
10 are made of a sturdy material, such as aluminum and
are arcuate, as shown. The system includes a wheelchair
attachment mechanism 11 (including in some embodi-
ments a generally transversly oriented connector rod 52
and associated fasteners, Fig. 6) that typically connects
the system to the wheelchair for example via an attach-
ment between the system (e.g. arm housings 10) and
chair support shaft 104, though the system could be at-
tached in other ways and means, for example to base
106, etc.
[0014] Each arm housing 10 has a pair of arm receiving
tunnels 12, one tunnel configured to house a correspond-
ingly shaped frontward/downward extendable wheel-

chair lifting and lowering arm 14 (herein-after in the spec-
ification and claims also/interchangably referred to as
"front arms" 14, regardless of the method of their opera-
tion) and the other tunnel configured to house a corre-
spondingly shaped rearward/downward extendable
wheelchair lifting and lowering arm 16 (herein-after in the
specification and claims also referred to as "rear arms"
16, regardless of the method of their operation). At the
free ends of each lifting arm 16 are wheelchair lifting-arm
wheels 18, rotatable via a wheel motor 20 as part of an
arm extending mechanism. For such purpose, in some
embodiments, each wheel motor 20 of the arm extending
mechanism has an associated gear wheel 22 (Fig. 5);
and each lifting/lowering arm (front arms 14 and rear
arms 16) has a toothed portion or toothed rail 24 (Fig. 5)
corresponding to its respective gear wheel. In some mod-
ifications, the arm extending mechanism includes friction
rollers (not shown) or a pulley device (not shown) rather
than gear wheels.
[0015] For smooth operation during extension and re-
traction, each lifting/lowering arm 14 and 16 also typically
has a roller or pair of rollers 26 for interfacing with the
inner surface of tunnels 12 of housing 10. A lifting-arm
extension and retraction motor 28 is associated with each
of lifting/lowering arms 14 and 16, for extending and re-
tracting the arms.
[0016] In some preferred embodiments, a rear (or
front) pair of lifting-arm wheels 18 are connected by an
axle 30 so that both of the pair of wheels will be rotatable
by wheel motor 20. In some embodiments, each wheel
18 has an associated motor such as wheel motor 20. In
some embodiments, each pair of wheels, connected by
an axle such as axle 30, has an associated motor such
as wheel motor 20.
[0017] In some embodiments, the curb climbing and
curb-descending system further includes a leveling
mechanism 32 (Fig. 6) including one or more level or
inclinometer sensors 34 operably engaged with wheel
motor(s) 20 to control the relative extension of arms 14
and 16 so as to ensure that seat 102 (i.e. the user) is
maintained level to the ground during lifting and descent
of the wheelchair.
[0018] In some embodiments, the curb climbing and
curb-descending system includes one or more sensors
36 (e.g. a pressure/contact sensor, Fig. 6) to detect when
wheels 18 interface with the ground so as to control the
relative extension of arms 14 and 16 so as to ensure that
seat 102 (i.e. the user) is maintained level to the ground
during lifting and lowering of the wheelchair.
[0019] In some embodiments, the relative extension of
arms 14 and 16 are controllable by the user, for example
via operation control unit 122, which is typically used in
any event to actuate the curb climbing and curb-descend-
ing system. While the exact amount of lifting of the wheel-
chair is clearly a function of the dimensions and/or design
of the system, it is envisioned that an ascent and descent
of about twenty centimeters is sufficient to negotiate most
typical curbs and the like. Furthermore, although there
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is no theoretic time limit on the operation, the system as
presented can be designed to reasonably complete an
ascent or descent in about ten seconds or so.

Operation:

[0020] In reference to operation, Fig. 7A shows the ap-
proach to a curb to be climbed; Fig. 7B shows the curb-
climbing and curb-descending system being deployed;
Fig. 7C shows the system after it has lifted the wheelchair
to the level of the curb; Fig. 7D shows the system ad-
vancing the wheelchair onto the curb; and Fig. 7E shows
the wheelchair after it has completed the curb climbing.
Fig. 7F shows the approach to a curb to be descended;
Fig. 7G shows the system being deployed for the de-
scent; Fig. 7H shows the system advancing the wheel-
chair off the curb; and Fig. 7I shows the wheelchair after
it has completed the curb descent.
[0021] To operate the system, the user uses operation
control unit 122 to actuate the system when adjacent a
curb or the like that the user needs help to ascend or
descend. Taking an ascent for example, when front-
ward/downward extendable wheelchair lifting/lowering
arms 14 are above the curb, the system is actuated and
lifting-arm extension and retraction motors 28 are oper-
ated to extend arms 14 and 16. Depending on the exact
nature of the aforementioned sensors, the extension of
arms 14 and arms 16 are controlled so that seat 102 (i.e.
the user) is kept level to the ground whereby the seat/user
is not tilted, which provides stability to the operation as
well as comfort to the user. The absolute extent of the
extension of the arms is typically controlled (and the sys-
tem designed accordingly) so that the arms raise the
wheelchair approximately twenty centimeters whereby
most curbs can be negotiate.
[0022] After wheels 18 of arms 14 and 16 engage the
ground, wheel motor 20 operates to rotate at least one
of wheels 18 to thereby propel the wheelchair forward.
When all of the (standard) wheels 108, 110 and 112 are
above the curb surface, arms 14 and 16 are retracted,
typically by the user.
[0023] A descent is generally similar. When the user
is on a curb but adjacent a step off, the user actuates the
system and arms 14 and 16 are extended by motors 28.
Sensors 34, ensure that seat 102 remains substantially
parallel to the ground and wheel(s) 18 are rotated as
mentioned above. When all of the (standard) wheels 108,
110 and 112 have cleared the curb surface, arms 14 and
16 are retracted, typically by the user. In some embodi-
ments, the system may include a further sensor to let the
user know when to actuate retraction of arms 14 and 16,
or such control can be automatic.
[0024] It should be understood that the above descrip-
tion is merely exemplary and that there are various em-
bodiments of the present invention that may be devised,
mutatis mutandis, and that the features described in the
above-described embodiments, and those not described
herein, may be used separately or in any suitable com-

bination; and the invention can be devised in accordance
with embodiments not necessarily described above.

Claims

1. A wheelchair curb-climbing and curb-descending
system for aiding a wheelchair to negotiate a curb,
the system comprising:

a wheelchair attachment mechanism (11) for se-
curing the system to the wheelchair;
a pair of front arms (14), each front arm (14)
adapted and controllable to extend, or be posi-
tioned, forward and downward so as to lift a front
portion of wheelchair and to retract back so as
to lower the front portion of the wheelchair upon
deployment of the system;
a pair of rear arms (16), each rear arm (16)
adapted and controllable to extend, or be posi-
tioned, forward and downward so as to lift a rear
portion of wheelchair and to retract back so as
to lower the rear portion of the wheelchair upon
deployment of the system;
an arm extending mechanism comprising an
arm extension and retraction motor (28) associ-
ated with each of the front arms (14) and with
each of the rear arms (16) for extending or po-
sitioning, and retracting the arms (14, 16);
a rotatable lifting-arm wheel (18) disposed at the
free ends of each front arm (14) and each rear
arm (16);
a wheel motor (20) associated with, and adapted
for rotating, at least one of the arm wheels (18);
an operation control unit (122) adapted to actu-
ate and control operation of the system; and
a leveling mechanism (32) operably connected
to the arms (14, 16) for ensuring the seat (102)
of the wheelchair remains substantially level to
the ground during operation of the system,
characterized in that the system further com-
prises a pair of arm housings (11) for housing
the front arms (14) and the rear arms (16), the
housings (11) and the arms (14, 16) being arcu-
ate.

2. The system according to claim 1, wherein each arm
extension and retraction motor (28) of the arm ex-
tending mechanism has an associated gear wheel
(22); and each arm (14, 16) has a toothed portion or
toothed rail (24) corresponding to its respective gear
wheel (22).

3. The system according to claim 1, wherein the front
arms (14) are attached to the wheelchair via an at-
tachment rod.

4. The system according to claim 1, wherein the lev-
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eling mechanism (32) includes at least one inclinom-
eter sensor (34).

Patentansprüche

1. Rollstuhl-Bordsteinkletterndes und -Bordstein-ab-
steigendes System zum Unterstützen eines Roll-
stuhls, um einen Bordstein zu überwinden, wobei
das System umfasst:

einen Rollstuhlbefestigungsmechanismus (11)
zum Sichern des Systems am Rollstuhl;
ein Paar vordere Arme (14), wobei jeder vordere
Arm (14) angepasst und steuerbar ist, um sich
vorwärts und abwärts zu erstrecken oder posi-
tioniert zu werden, um einen vorderen Abschnitt
des Rollstuhls anzuheben und zurückzudrü-
cken, um den vorderen Abschnitt des Rollstuhl
beim Einsatz des Systems herabsetzen;
ein Paar hintere Arme (16), wobei jeder hintere
Arm (16) angepasst und steuerbar ist, um sich
vorwärts und abwärts zu erstrecken oder posi-
tioniert zu werden, um einen hinteren Abschnitt
des Rollstuhls anzuheben und zurückzufahren,
um den hinteren Abschnitt des Rollstuhl beim
Einsatz des Systems herabsetzen;
einen Armverlängerungsmechanismus, der ei-
nen Armverlängerungs- und Rückzugsmotor
(28), der jedem der vorderen Arme (14) und je-
dem der hinteren Arme (16) zum Erstrecken
oder Positionieren und Zurückziehen der Arme
(14, 16) zugeordnet ist;
ein drehbares Hubarmrad (18), das an den frei-
en Enden jedes vorderen Arms (14) und jedes
hinteren Arms (16) angeordnet ist;
einen Radmotor (20), der mindestens einem der
Hubarmräder (18) zugeordnet ist und zum Dre-
hen von mindestens einem Hubarmrad (18) ge-
eignet ist;
eine Betriebssteuereinheit (122), die dazu an-
gepasst ist, den Betrieb des Systems zu betäti-
gen und zu steuern; und
einen mit den Armen (14, 16) wirkverbundenen
Nivellierungsmechanismus (32), um sicherzu-
stellen, dass der Sitz (102) des Rollstuhls wäh-
rend des Betriebs des Systems im Wesentlichen
parallel zum Boden bleibt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das System ein
Paar Armgehäuse (11) zur Aufnahme der vor-
deren Arme (14) und der hinteren Arme (16) um-
faßt, wobei die Gehäuse (11) und die Arme (14,
16) bogenförmig sind.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, bei dem jeder Armverlän-
gerungs- und Rückzugsmotor (28) des Armverlän-
gerungsmechanismus ein zugeordnetes Zahnrad
(22) aufweist; und jeder Arm (14, 16) einen Zahnab-

schnitt oder eine Zahnstange (24) entsprechend sei-
nem jeweiligen Zahnrad (22) aufweist.

3. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei die vorderen Arme
(14) über eine Befestigungsstange am Rollstuhl be-
festigt sind.

4. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Nivellierungs-
mechanismus (32) mindestens einen Neigungssen-
sor (34) umfasst.

Revendications

1. Système d’escalade et de descente de trottoir pour
aider un fauteuil roulant à franchir un trottoir, le sys-
tème comprenant:

un mécanisme de fixation de fauteuil roulant (11)
pour fixer le système au fauteuil roulant;
une paire de bras avant (14), chaque bras avant
(14) adapté et pouvant être commandé pour
s’étendre ou être positionné vers l’avant et vers
le bas de manière à soulever une partie avant
du fauteuil roulant et à se rétracter de manière
à abaisser la partie avant du fauteuil roulant lors
du déploiement du système;
une paire de bras arrière (16), chaque bras ar-
rière (16) étant adapté et pouvant être comman-
dé pour s’étendre ou être positionné vers l’avant
et vers le bas de manière à soulever une partie
arrière du fauteuil roulant et à se rétracter pour
abaisser la partie arrière du fauteuil roulant lors
du déploiement du système;
un mécanisme d’extension de bras comprenant
un moteur (28) d’extension et de rétraction de
bras associé à chacun des bras avant (14) et à
chacun des bras arrière (16) pour étendre ou
positionner et rétracter les bras;
une roue (18) rotative de levage de bras dispo-
sée aux extrémités libres de chaque bras avant
(14) et de chaque bras arrière (16);
un moteur (20) de roue associé à, et adapté pour
faire tourner, au moins l’une des roues (18) de
bras;
une unité (122) de commande de fonctionne-
ment adaptée pour actionner et commander le
fonctionnement du système; et
un mécanisme (32) de mise à niveau connecté
de manière opérationnelle aux bras (14, 16)
pour assurer que le siège (102) du fauteuil rou-
lant reste sensiblement au niveau parallèle au
sol pendant le fonctionnement du système,
caractérisé en ce que le système comprend en
outre une paire de logements (11) de bras pour
loger les bras avant (14) et les bras arrière (16),
les logements (11) et les bras (14, 16) étant ar-
qués.
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2. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel cha-
que moteur (28) d’extension et de rétraction de bras
du mécanisme d’extension de bras comporte une
roue d’engrenage (22) associée; et chaque bras (14,
16) comporte une partie dentée ou un rail denté (24)
correspondant à sa roue d’engrenage (22) respec-
tive.

3. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les
bras avant (14) sont fixés au fauteuil roulant par l’in-
termédiaire d’une tige de fixation.

4. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le mé-
canisme de mise (32) à niveau comprend au moins
un capteur inclinométrique (34).
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